What’s in One Search?

* Use for exploratory research to select a topic. Discovering a broad overview of what's "out there." *

How to use One Search

* Start on the Joyner Library homepage (www.ecu.edu/lib) *

Type in topic and/or keywords OR an exact title in quotation marks (example: “Hipsters”)
Number of search results: 4,990 results sorted by relevance.

Limit your results by:
- CONTENT TYPE
  - Any
  - Newspaper Article (147,159)
  - Magazine Article (16,656)
  - Book Review (9,529)
  - Journal Article (5,463)
  - Book/eBook (5,007)
  - More...

Choose what kind of source you prefer
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- Insert date range. For 'present', leave second section blank
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1. Stuff hipsters hate: a field guide to the passionate opinions of the indifferent
   by: Bazz, Andrea
   DedicationThis book is dedicated to EP, Chopper, Jason Schwartzman, Hearst, BT, Ralph Macchio, PhD, I Hate Everything Hipster. Photog, Leather Jacket, Tats...
   eBook, Full Text Online
   eBook, Full Text Online

2. Hipsters
   by: King, Douglas
   Library Journal, 06/2013, Volume 138, Issue 11
   Permalink

3. Hipsters
   by: Jacobsen, Mark
   2005, 1st ed.
   Permalink
   Hairy-faced, dubstep-loving, non-prescription-glasses-wearing hipsters of Shoreditch will no doubt have whooped cheers of delight at the news that global...
   Journal Article, Full Text Online

4. Teenage hipster in the modern world: from the birth of punk to the land of Bush: thirty years of millenial journalism
   by: Jacobsen, Mark
   2005, 1st ed.
   Permalink
   Hairy-faced, dubstep-loving, non-prescription-glasses-wearing hipsters of Shoreditch will no doubt have whooped cheers of delight at the news that global...
   Journal Article, Full Text Online

5. AGING HIPSTERS
   by: Thomas Cooke
   ASEE Prism, 11/2013, Volume 23, Issue 3
   Permalink
   To help reduce that mortality rate, a multi-university team led by biomechanical engineering researchers at Edinburgh's Heriot-Watt University is developing a...
   Journal Article, Full Text Online

6. Hipster Ipsum
   by: McAdam-Berkowitz, Jeanne
   American Medical Writers Association Journal, 09/2013, Volume 28, Issue 3
   Permalink
   Hipster Ipsum (http://hipsteripsum.me): Filler text has never been so hip. Sample: Freegan direct trade Pinterest umami before they sold out. Tofu meh...
   Journal Article, Full Text Online
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   The Oxford Dictionary of Modern Slang, 01/2008
   Permalink
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Searching by Field in One Search

Using the “All Fields” drop menu, you can search for information
- By author
- By journal, book, or article title
- By subject heading or keyword
- By ISBN or ISSN
- Many additional fields are available to search